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Foreword
This E-book provides an overview of our DAAD-financed LEARN[IN] project in 2019-2020 that dealt with the
“re-definition of learning spaces as a key factor of 21st
century education”. In the first year, we intensively worked together in the cities of Heidelberg, Florence and
Guimarães, we being the three participating universities,
along with professors and students and guest speakers,
involved in the project. In the second year, we worked on
the LEARN [IN] manifesto, we compiled this publication
and we also worked on common projects and research
applications.
At SRH University in Heidelberg, we have been conducting research in the field of learning spaces for some
years now. We are doing so for mainly two reasons:
first, studying and teaching have significantly changed over the last few years, and second, the implications of those changes need to be integrated into the
conceptions of spaces in which learning takes place.
Another important objective of this project is to build
up networks and academic alliances within Europe; this
is more relevant than ever. Therefore, the subtitle is: “A
European approach” and we wholeheartedly support this.
As is known, the challenges that our world is facing can
usually only be targeted with a holistic approach and only
with a grounding in scientific facts and human sincerity.
Be it climate change, digitalization or the COVID-19 pandemic, our students need to learn how to work in an always
changing environment, in interdisciplinary teams as well
as in international contexts, to address these challenges.

At the same time, learning spaces and educational environments have to transform and adapt to this new
educational curriculum with innovative approaches. After two years of an ongoing exchange of ideas, we believe that LEARN [IN] is a rather small but good step in that
direction. We would like to thank all participants and
colleagues who have made this project possible and exciting. This gratitude extends especially to the students
who trusted us on this journey and made us proud with
their performance during the symposium and labs I and
II. The new Erasmus partnerships that have been built
up and an ongoing and collaborative PhD programme
are proof of the rewarding work that took place in unforgettable encounters in Heidelberg, Florence, Guimarães,
and now and then via Skype.
This dialogue helped us to reflect on our issues and explore new possibilities, while the change of perspective through interdisciplinarity and international contexts
gave us the feedback we need to grow and improve our
research and educational strategies.
We would also like to express our sincere thanks to our
university and to the Heidelberger Hochschulverlag.
We are looking forward to continuing our research in our
upcoming project “LEARN[IN] II: Digital Learning Spaces”.

Heidelberg, December 2020
Marc Kirschbaum & Belen Zevallos
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About LEARN[IN]
LEARN [IN] is a DAAD-financed project within the research programme “Hochschuldialog mit Südeuropa”
(Higher Education Dialogue with Southern Europe).

The project “LEARN[IN]” is conducted by SRH University
Heidelberg/Germany, Università degli studi Firenze/Italy
and Universidade do Minho/Portugal.

As a reaction to the crisis in the southern European EU
countries, the “Higher Education Dialogue with Southern
Europe“ programme aims to encourage German universities to discuss academic issues with their southern
European partners.

The focus of this project cooperation is the re-definition of learning spaces as a key factor of 21st century
education. In this broader context, the financial and
economic crisis in Europe plays a distinctive role. The
crisis led to dramatic developments in education, such
as massive reductions of investments in jobs, research
and infrastructure at universities and lack of investment
at schools.

Due to the consequences of the European economic
and financial crisis, the DAAD launched this initiative
in 2013, funded by the German Federal Foreign Office,
to strengthen academic cooperation with Greece, Italy,
Portugal, Spain and Cyprus. This programme is intended to enable the underfunded universities in the countries particularly hard hit by the crisis to improve international cooperation and support networking among
researchers, students and academic staff. To this end,
events, conferences and summer schools are to be held
on current political and social issues.

The challenge of innovative learning spaces is based on
the development of concepts for the current pedagogical trends in higher education: learning in the digital age,
interdisciplinarity and inclusion are just some of the topics that change the way spaces need to be designed
and respond to these new necessities. Here it is important to note that this is not an isolated European concern,
but a worldwide matter.
About LEARN [IN]
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In the 21st century, learning still takes place in formal
learning spaces such as classrooms and lecture halls.
However, informal learning spaces are gaining more and
more importance in urban areas, such as co-working
spaces, cafés and town squares. More and more European cities recognize the great potential of their various
educational institutions as important elements of urban
educational landscapes and promote the networking of
educational institutions and the city. The city becomes
a learning space.

By taking as an example the selected cities, Heidelberg,
Florence and Guimarães, each of which offers different
perspectives for the implementation of innovative learning spaces, the interfaces between architecture, urban
planning, landscape, social sciences, art and education
were considered in order to develop new strategies for
a sustainable future and, most importantly, to cooperate
and learn from each other on a European level.

The main idea of this dialogue is the exchange of approaches and ideas developed on this subject by learning
from each other, with each other, and, at the same time,
getting to know country-specific topics. Still, it is important to note that the scope of LEARN [IN] is intentionally
broad.
As part of a sustainable international and interdisciplinary cooperation, the SRH University Heidelberg/Germany, the Università degli studi Firenze/Italy and the
Universidade do Minho/Portugal developed a three-part
event concept with students, junior researchers and researchers in each of the participating universities:
LEARN [IN] Symposium in Heidelberg:
May 07–09, 2019
LEARN [IN] LAB I in Florence:
September 10–12, 2019
LEARN [IN] LAB II in Guimarães:
November 26–28, 2019
About LEARN [IN]
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Timeline
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26/11 - 28/11/2019
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Guimaraes
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01/01/2019

call for abstracts
First year

Manifesto
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07/05 –09/05/2019

Public event
Closed event
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With participants of the three
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universities.
“Formal and informal learning spaces:
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“The world is a great
book, of which they
never stir from home
read only one page.”
St. Augustine

Heidelberg

City center

Germany
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LEARN [IN] Symposium

Heidelberg

Map (left) of Heidelberg and aerial (right).

50

300

LEARN [IN] Symposium
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Impressions of the campus, SRH University Heidelberg.

Impressions of some learning spaces on campus,
SRH University Heidelberg.

LEARN[IN] Symposium
The LEARN[IN] Symposium took place from May 07–09,
2019 at SRH University Heidelberg. The interdisciplinary
approach from the perspective of architecture, arts,
pedagogy and sociology gave an insight into the relevance of the role of learning and learning spaces today.
The goal was to offer an open platform for discussion and exchange about the challenges of the paradigm shift in pedagogy and the influences, opportunities and potentials that result from this in
architecture and urban planning. To this end, a call
for presentations and posters was launched in January 2019. This focused on five main theme clusters:
1. space(s) for the new pedagogy and the challenges
of the 21st century,
2. the environment as the third teacher,
3. from learning spaces to living spaces,
4. the school as a democratic space and its relation to
the city,
5. schools and universities as welcoming spaces for
refugees and migrants.

The perspective on the focus areas was intentionally
broad and interdisciplinary, covering the fields of architecture, urban design, landscape architecture, pedagogy, politics, economy and culture. In this way, students, researchers and practitioners presented not just
different projects, but especially different approaches
towards the interpretation of learning and learning spaces, addressing the variety of topics from the perception
of everyday and ordinary learning to the role architecture plays as an educator and the role of education in
society.
The questions included how school and education have
developed in the past two hundred years, and what the
social causes and consequences of this were; how we
can design innovative learning spaces; what a school
has to fulfill to be not just a learning and living space,
but at the same time an agent of social sustainability.

LEARN [IN] Symposium
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Presentations and workshops: “The environment as the third
teacher: the school as a democratic space and its relation to
the city“ & “Space(s) for the new pedagogy and the challenges of the 21st century: from learning spaces to living
spaces and vice versa”.

Learning with the ordinary environment
By Ana Mota
This paper presents two different places belonging to
different stages of the author’s life which contributed
to both personal and professional growth, outside the
school environment. The first place represents the memory of a child, in a common Portuguese home, where
the height between the floor and the roof is enough for
a child to climb a fence and experience in various ways
the place she inhabits.
The second ordinary place was a team project which, in
one of the highest points of the territory, allowed us to
distinguish how powerful the electricity structures and
lines are and their influence on human lives.

Abstracts
The three-day programme allowed students, professors,
researchers and experts from different fields to participate in an exchange of perspectives and experiences. A
total of seventeen presentations were held by speakers
from over seven nations. This variety of perceptions
and insights has been condensed into two sessions of
presentations and workshops called “The environment
as the third teacher: the school as a democratic space
and its relation to the city” and “Space(s) for the new
pedagogy and the challenges of the 21st century: from
learning spaces to living spaces and vice versa”.
Here are selected abstracts from the call for papers (as
presented in the programme):

Education happens
By Prof. Dr. Natacha Antão Moutinho,
Prof. Dr. Mónica Faria and Adriana Oliveira
Education is a time dependent political and geographical process that shows society‘s projects, ways of life
and, for that reason, reflects interests, cultures, identities, ideals, and purposes. At the School of Architecture
of the University of Minho in Guimarães, we began a
new Bachelor in Visual Arts. We set off for the street,
made the roads our school tables, the landscape our
colour palette and, occupying the school’s “museum“,
we built a place of convergence, reflecting the multiple
and divergent experiences that took place. Encompassing non-formal education, and recognizing that education takes place in a mediated and unmediated way, we
question knowledge, time, space and history, pulling
back to a place where education cannot control or be
controlled, but can be artistic and uncontrolled.
LEARN [IN] Symposium
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Peace and symbolic production in Colombian
architecture
By Prof. Francisco Ramírez and Liliana Clavijo
Colombian communities have been subjected to violence by different armed groups. The victims are
diverse: colonizers, farmers, children, soldiers, police, social leaders. Victims and victimizers are two
sides of the same coin. Achieving forgiveness, and
building peace without forgetting, is associated with
the construction of common symbols in recent Colombian architecture: monuments, museums, town
houses, parks, public spaces and shows recognize
and express pain and at the same time promote coexistence and dialogue.

Auf Deutsch – self-study materials for beginners
By Claudia Emmendörfer and Verena Schmid
Within the framework of the project “Self-study materials“, a learning space with a new type of material has been created, which should enable refugees to
start learning German individually as soon as possible.
New materials called “Auf Deutsch“ have been developed and tested, which can be applied by volunteers.
The materials have been used and evaluated at the
reception centre for refugees in Heidelberg. The presentation will show the materials and describe the implementation of digitization.

Rethinking concepts of learning environments to
support innovations in higher education
By Prof. Dr. Katja Ninnemann

How, where and when: learning outside of the
classroom
By Belen Zevallos

This presentation shares research insights into spatial design practices as well as innovation levels and
processes to merge physical and virtual learning
environments at universities. In particular, the activation of living spaces as learning spaces will be
addressed to incite discussion of new perspectives
and design strategies for creating learning environments that fit the requirements of higher education
in the 21st century.

How, where and when learning happens were the catalyst questions that inspired the field research with Reallabor STADT-RAUM-BILDUNG. By analyzing five community schools, we were able to compare the different
learning settings of each school, categorizing it through
the different social forms of learning: from the individual
to the collective whole. As a result, we found that the
meaning and definition of the “classroom” varies from
school to school and has a major impact in the perception of belonging, appropriation, and its pedagogical use.
This project pursues the understanding of how learning
is organized and how the relationship between day-today learning and teaching is structured.
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Sociospatial narratives of the child of Pevidém,
Portugal
By Paula Martins
This research begins with the idea that inhabited
spaces reflect daily routines and common practices,
focusing on a central issue of the same: the children. It is intended to understand how personal, spatial and temporal relationships are created; always
questioning what relates them to the place experienced, assuming that children are free to appropriate the spaces around them, spaces designed to the
adult dimension. The village of Pevidém in Portugal
serves as a case study.

Learning Spaces in contemporary Higher Education
By Prof. Dr. Christine Schimek
Each learning environment is composed of a material, a cultural, a social and a technical dimension.
Concomitant with architectural features, teaching
concepts have shifted from teaching to learning.
With our distance-learning programmes, our students create their own, individual physical and social learning spaces. We need to assess their requirements and solutions to be able to provide adequate
support, both at the material and the cultural and
communication levels.

Museums as spaces for non-formal learning and
the identity of the city for the 21st century
By Rita Brandao

Architecture as a pedagogy of peace in Colombian
cities
By Karen Rojas and Michelle Urrea

Learning transcends the school‘s physical and intellectual space, engaging with the city, the museums,
with people and their territories, assuming education as an active construction through space and
time. This work aims to exemplify how museums,
as spaces for significant non-formal learning, can
contribute to the development of the community,
encouraging intergenerational bonds through collaborative and participative design processes.

Colombians have been victims of violent acts in
recent decades. These events have led to forced
displacements to the cities. Displaced people in large cities tend to stay in informal settlements, often
in areas of environmental risk that are deficient in
public services and urban facilities. In Bogotá, the
programme “Works with Pedagogical Balance“ has
sought to counteract early student desertion by offering quality architecture, in addition to ensuring
food for exposed populations, while offering spaces
for the community.

LEARN [IN] Symposium
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Linking research
& teaching
We consider it an important goal to introduce students
to research topics during their studies. For this reason,
we have involved the students of the first module as
much as possible in the symposium and have given
them the opportunity to present their work to the academic community. The Symposium was the final presentation of the Module “M1 – Architectural Theory”.
In this module, we dealt with learning spaces in different contexts, looking at them from the perspective of
architectural theory and practice, as well as the pedagogy of the respective time period. This module combined our teaching curriculum with research, generating
synergies in terms of content and, on the other hand, giving the students a low-threshold approach and insights
into the area of research. The students were divided in
groups and each group worked on a specific epoch, taking into account the evolution of architectural theories
and practice within a given Zeitgeist. The projects were
presented in the input session and in an accompanying
exhibition.
LEARN [IN] Symposium
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Final poster “first epoch: founder period“
Students: Iris Cornejo, Magdalena Krys

LEARN [IN] Symposium
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LEARN[IN] bauhaus
a statement for education

Walter Gropius

Pre-education

Th

History of Origin

The educational concept

The Bauhaus Dessau

1851:Gottfried Semper states that artists and craftsmen must both return to workshops instead of going about

The Bauhaus teachings are based on Henry van de Veldes educational concept of “systematic ele-

The building was constructed in 1925/26 following Gropius’ design. A multi-complex, asymmet-

mentary teachings” and the “education of craftsmen” in workshops.

ric building that consists of a workshop-building, vocation school-building and the studio building.

These teachings correlated with Walter Gropius’ goal of the holistic human, the “homo totus”

Workshops and the vocational school are connected by a two story high bridge, and the workshop

through the balanced education of all human skills, reconciliation of reason and sensuality, and the

are connected to the studios by a one story high canteen/stage-building.

harmony of “artwork” and “headwork”.

There are several smaller areas within the complex, such as the balconies, rooftop terrace and the

1902: Hermann Muthesius was tasked with studying the concept of factory and art schools from 1896 - 1902 in

He fundamentally prefered the unfolding of a “personal structure of life” of early specialization” but

small kitchens.

England by the German government. He then transferred the concept to german art schools.

for it to apply as late as possible.

There is no central elevation that captures the whole building.

in their respective studios.
1888: Charles Robert Ashbee combines Semper‘s idea with the teachings of Ruskin and Morris, and founds the
„Guild and School of handicraft“ in London.

Color design: Hinnerk Scheper and Laszlo Moholy-Nagy

Henry van de Velde starts his art seminar in Weimar. He is tasked to build an expansion onto the art school in

Interior: Marianne Brandt, Marcel Breuer, and Max Krajewski

Weimar due to his succesful seminar.
1907: Founding of the „deutsches Werkbund“. Muthesius and van de Velde are founding members.
1908: Van de Velde is named director after the official opening of the art school in Weimar.
1919: Walter Gropius founds the „staatliches Bauhaus“ in the art school in Weimar and becomes its director

1918

1919

1920

Classic modernism

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

-Start of the art
movement
“Neue Sachlichkeit”
-Expressionism
reaches it’s prime in
architecture
-Photography is
regarded as a new
artform

1930

1931

1932

1933

-Founding o
Mountain C
Ashville, No
Carolina, US

-Peter Petersen founds -Hannes Meyer

-Founding of the
“League of Nations”
without Germany
-First radio broadcast
in Germany by the
German Post Office
-Seperation of State
and Church in Germany
-Founding of the
NSDAP in Munich
-Women are allowed to
vote for the first time in
the USA
-Treaty of Versailles

-Winston Churchill
becomes Minister of
Colonialism
-Warren G. Harding
is inaugurated as the
29th president of the
United States
-Adolf Hitler is voted
party leader of the
NSDAP

-Tutankhamuns Tomb
was found
-Treaty of Rapallo
between the “German
Reich” and the “Soviet
Republic”
-Start of the Irish civil
war
-First session of the
International Court of
Justice in Den Haag
-Founding of “internationalen ArbeiterAssoziation” in Berlin
-Washington Naval
conference

-Proclamation of a
republic in Turkey by
Kemal Atatürk
-Gustav Stresemann
becomes Reichschancellor
-Hitler-coup in Munich
-Calvin Coolidge is
inaugurated as the
30th president of the
United States
-Hyperinflation

-Despite construction
boom there is a high
need for living spaces
-Dawes-Plan
-Anti- Republican
radical parties achieve
high number of votes
during parliament
votes in the Reichstag

-Death of Lenin

-Edgar J. Hoover is
inaugurated as chief of -Paul von Hindenburg
the Federal Bureau of
becomes
Investigation
Reichspresident
-Treaty of Locarno
-Hitler looses his
Austrian citizenship

-Founding of the
German Lufthansa
-Germany is admitted
into the “league of
nations”
-Founding of the IG
Farben Industrie AG in
Frankfurt
-Treaty of friendship
between Germany and
Russia
-Fusion of DaimlerBenz

-Founding of the
filmstudio
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
-Claude Monet
paints “Weeping
Willow”

1929

-First montessori
elementary school in
Jena

-Mandatory
elementary school
attendance for all
children

-Founding of the
“Staatliches Bauhaus”
in Weimar by Walter
Gropius
-Founding of the first
waldorf school by
Rudolf Steiner and
Emil Molt
-Mandatory school
attendance until the
age of 18
-First montessori
kindergarden in Berlin

-Friedrich Ebert is
sworn in as
Reichspräsident
-proclamation of a
-Ending of the
republic in Germany by
“November Revolution”
Philipp Scheidemann
-Spartacist uprising,
-Ending of WWI
socialist demonstrathrough the cease fire tions in Berlin
of Compiegne
-Women are allowed to
-November Revolution vote for the first time in
marks the ending of
Germany
the German empire

1928

-Start of the Art-Deco
movement in France
and the USA
-Boom of the
illustrated press
-First movie-prize on
earth in the USA
“photoplay-award”

-Construction begins of
the observatory “Einsteinturm” in Potsdam
-Siddhartha by
Hermann Hesse
-Start of the
“International Style” in
architecture

-Founding of Disney
filmstudios
-Birth of the radio for
private use in Germany

-The great Gatsby by F.
Scott Fitzgerald
-Publication of “Mein
-First compact camera Kampf” by Adolf Hitler
becomes available for
sale

-Fiesta by Ernest
Hemingway
-Frankfurter Küche by
Margarete Schütter
-First mechanical
television
-Winnie the Poo by
Alan Alexander Milne

the educational
concept “Jenaplan”

becomes the director
of the Bauhaus in
Dessau

-Introduction of the unemployment insurance
-The first Volvo leaves
the factory

-The “deutsche Reichstag” decides against
the expansion of naval
forces
-Slavery is abolished in
Sierra Leone
-Alexander Flemming
discovers Penicillin
-Women are allowed to
vote at the age of 21 in
Great Britain
-Turkey introduces the
latin alphabet

-First animated
short-movie by Disney
(Steam boat Willie)
-First full sound movie
-First movie with
sound “The jazz singer” “Lights of New York”
-First electronic transmission of a picture
-Official opening of the
“Hindenburgdamm”

-Mies van der Rohe
becomes the director
of the Bauhaus in
Dessau

-Herbert Hoover is
inaugurated as the
31st president of the
United States
-World financial crisis

-Mahatma Ghandi’s
salt march in protest
of the British Salt
Monopoly
-Konstantinopel is
renamed into Istanbul
-Ras Tafari takes the
throne
-Discovery of the dwarf
planet Pluto

-proclamation of the
Second Spanish
Republic
-70.000 bankruptcies
and 6.000.000
unemployed
-Japan occupies parts
of China
-Mass protest
organized by Hitler
with 100.000 people in
Braunschweig
-German banking crisis

-Schauspielhaus in
Weimar celebrates its
150th birthday
-Complete in color and
sound directed movie
“On with the Show”
-First Oscar-Prize in L.A.
-“Die Nacht gehört uns”
first movie with sound
produced in Germany

-Official opening of the
Empire State Building
-World financial crisis
reaches its prime
-First skyscraper on
earth is demolished in
Chicago

-Emilia Earhart is the
first woman to fly over
the Atlantic by herself
-Mahatma Ghandi is
arrested and starts his
hunger strike
-Adolf Hitler is granted
the German citizenship
-Reichstagsbrand
-Kingdom of SaudiArabia is founded
-Iraq declares its
independance from the
British empire

-Franklin D.
starts the “N
-Adolf Hitle
Reichskanz
-Hitler decla
first as a na
holiday “Fei
national Arb
-Japan step
league of n

- Official opening of the
Sydney harbour bridge
- Official opening of the
Tel Aviv Museum of Art
- The filmfestival in
-Le Corbusi
Venice celebrates its
announces
premiere
of Athens
-Premiere o
Kong”

Final poster “second epoch: classical modern”
Students: David Deussen, Mesut Nada.

he Bauhaus Dessau

Metall- Workshop

Learning spaces
The Bauhaus in Dessau was built under careful consideration of its educational concept.
The creation of a new society, of independant thinkers and holistic humans.

ps

The practical work in the workshops is regarded as the heart of the education in the Bauhaus.
These were taken care of by the foremen.

e

The main problem however was the contradicting goals. The work being done in the workshops was on one hand of educational but on the other of financial nature because money
was supposed to be made through the selling of products and its funcition as a model building
workshop.
The building itself is regarded as a teacher. Gropius designed the building to be self
explanatory. The construction of the building for example with its visible concrete columns and
the curtain wall which has a 20 cm horizontal gap to the ceiling. Gropius was convinced that
well lit work places increase productivity.

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

-Race studies in
implemented into all
schools in the “German
Reich”

of the Black
College in
orth
SA

-Treaty of friendship
between Germany and
Poland
-The state Mecklenburg is founded
-Alcatraz is built into a
prison island
-The Yugoslavic king
and the french foreign
minister are
assassinated

. Roosevelt
New Deal”
er is declared
zler
ares May
ational
iertag der
beit”
ps out of the
nations

ier
s the Charta

of “King

-Founding of
20th Century Fox
-First movie with
Donald Duck

-Olympic Games in
Berlin

-Hitler announces the
Nuremberg Race Laws
-Composition of the
“Reichsinsurance”
-Introduction of the
unemployment system
in Great Britain
-Introduction of the
eight-hour-work day
-First race car season

-Hagia Sophia is
opened up as a
museum
-Founding of the
Reichsfilmarchives in
Berlin

-WWII begins
-End of the spanish
civil war
-Jewish ghettos are
built
-Slovakia gains its
independance
-Hindenburg
catastrophe

-Founding of
Volkswagen
-Negotiations with
Austria
-Germany stations
troops in austria
-Hitler arranges for
himself to be the first
to claim seized art
-November - pogrom
-Introduction of right
lane driving

-Completion of the
Golden Gate Bridge
-Premiere of
“Modern Times” by
Charlie Chaplin
-Fire destroys the
London crystal palace

-Benny Goodman’s
famous Carnagie Hall
Conzert
-First Superman comic
in the USA

-Premiere of “Gone
with the Wind”
-First Batman comic
in the USA
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school architecture after WW II

Goetheschule in Kiel

Munkegaard School in Gentofte/DK

Architect: Rudolf Schroeder
Constructed: 1951

Architect: Arne Jacobsen
Constructed: 1954-56
Preservation of monuments: 1995

designed with a central building with evenly spaced, repetitive wings giving it a comb-like form, massive constructing,
every classroom has itsown terrace for outdoor education,
brick facade following classic nothern German style, by the
request of the german “Gesellschaft für Freilufterziehung”,
it is designed as a reinterpretation of the “Frankfurt-Bornheim” school with an open air plan and pavilion system

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

Silcherschule in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen
Architect: Günther Wilhelm
Constructed: 1954

a school composed of several buildings, every b
ing is for a different school type, every bulilding
specifically designed for the different school typ
highly praised by famous german architects like
Eiermann, Richard Döcker and so on, the archite
designs based on a Study from the USA, lighting
several sides,

one of the first open air and pavillion schools, marks the start of a new
school building age, leads the way for the school architecture in Denmark,
open architecture with bright classrooms, every classroom has its own inner courtyard for outdoor education, 2005 renovation and extension of the
building by the architect’s office of Dorte Mandrup,

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

Post-War Modernity
- western Zone:
democratic redevelopment of the classes,
denazification of the
people, Reeducation

- first meeting of the
„Werkbund“ after WWII

- western Zone:
education system
based on the structu- relinquish of british
res of the „Weimarer
control over the educa- Republik“
tion system
- soviet occupation
zone:
education system
based on the structures of the „UdSSR“

- soviet occupation
zone:
marxist-leninist Education of DDR Citizens

- first education meeting in Fredeburg
title: „Das neue Schulhaus“
- „12 Gebote des Schulbaus“, advanced
directives of the school
architecture laws
- DDR:
introduction of the
„Polytechnischen Oberschule“

- „Das Wunder von
Bern“: Germany won
the Worldcup in Soccer
- 8th May, capitulation of the „Deutschen
Reichs“
- Germany divided into
4 areas of occupation

-„Nürnberger Prozesse“ - Marshallplan: reconrendition in the Lawsuit struction of the euroagainst the Nazi war
pean economy
criminals
- Foundation of the
- beginning of the Cold state of Israel
War

- Beginning of the german „Wirtschaftswunder“ until 1973

- start of the Exhibition
„Switzerland Planing
and Building Exhibition“
in London

- premiere of the opera
„Circe“ in Berlin
premiere of the opera
„Die Geschichte vom
wahren Menschen“

- Founding of the „Bun- - Beginning of the Kodesrepublik Deutschrean War
land“
- Join of the BRD
to the european coun- Founding of the
„Deutschen Demokrati- cil
schen Republik“

- first hydrogen bomb,
USA
- Queen Elisabeth II
takes the throne after
the death of her father
George VI

- „Kieler-Woche-Gespräch“
a discussion between
Architect‘s and Educators
- primary school in Recken, Architect: Ernst
Gisel

- first concert of a
french pianist in Bremen/Germany after
WW II, her name was
Monique Haas

- „II. Deutsche Kunstausstellung“ a german
exhibition of arts in
Dresden

- „Darmstädter Gespräche“, this was a presentation in Darmstadt
called „Human and
Room“
- an important example
for post-war modernity: „Goetheschule in
Kiel“

- Death of Josef Stalin
- End of Korean War
- Alberto Ascari wins
first double Worldcup
in the Formula 1

- BRD:
joining the NATO

- DDR:
Founding of the „NVA“

- first satellite in the
Orbit called „Sputnik“

- DDR:
joining the „Warschauer Pakt“

- BRD:
Founding of the „Bundeswehr“

- Beginning of the
Space travel age

- Fidel Castro takes
over the Cuban government

- John F. Ke
inaugurated
sident of th

- release of the postwar literature „Die
Blechtrommel“, Author:
Günter Grass

- release of
rican horror
cho“ by Alfr
cock

- „V. Internationale
Kongress für Schulbaufragen und Freilufterziehung“
a discussion over the
titles: „Das neue Schulhaus (the new School
building), Die Freilufterziehung (Outdoor Education)“
- „Berufschulzentrum
in Bremen“ built with
US financial aid
- „Silcherschule“ in
Stuttgart
- Munkegaard Schule
in Gentofte/DK
- Emergence of „Pop
Art“ in the USA and GB

- „Hansa-Schule in
Berlin“
Architect: Bruno Grimmek, built as part of
Interbau 1957
- „Interbau“ 1957: International Building Exhibition in Berlin

Final poster “third epoch: post-war modernism”
Students: Ludwig Fischer, Tim Ludäscher.

Walter-Gropius-Schule in Berlin
Architect: Walter Gropius
Constructed: 1968

buildis
pes,
e Egon
ectural
g on

a “Gesamtschule”(a secondary school that contants all three
types of German secondary school), independent rooms for
every age group, a clear geometric model, five buildings connected by a Portico, the classrooms are lighted from two different directions, a central octagonal part of the building with stellar classrooms surrounding it, 3 pavilions with 3 classrooms on
each level and 2 pavilions with 5 classrooms on each level

1961

1963

- Building of the Berlin
ennedy is
d as the Pre- Wall
he USA
13th August 1961
begins construction of
the Berlin Wall

f the amer film „Psyred Hitch-

1964

1965

1966

1967

- BRD:
„Hamburger Abkommen“
unification of the education system in every
state

- Assassination of
John F. Kennedy

-BRD:
„Hochschulrahmengesetz“
the same organisation
for all education facilities

- End of racial segregation in the USA

- construction of the
Vanna Venturi House,
by Robert Venturi

- World Championscup
in Soccer, Germany
lost in the final against
England, the famous
Wembley goal decides
the match

- „Walter-Gropius-Schule“ in Berlin
Architect: Walter Gropius, third
„Gesamtschule“of western Berlin, secondary
school containing all
three types of German
secondary School

- Book: Robert Venturi
Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture
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CRITERIA DEFINING POSTMODERNISM AND TO DIFFERENTIATE FROM MODERNISM
Postmodern

Modern

Regionally focused

Internationally focused

Fictional representation

Geometrically abstract

also functional but is not afraid of decoration

Designed for function

variety of meanings/ represents a narrative

symbolic of engineering

puzzle
puzzle

poetry/ a world of phantasy

A technical Utopia
Free from historical context;

Eclecticism

Design only for the present

During this time the architectural progress was heavily influenced by
history. It was common for references to multiple historical styles to
be thrown together, often out of irony.

Autonomy (Geometrical Form)

The past is remembered
Spirit of Irony
Relativity (historical, regional, topographical)
Able to compromise

Heroic, perfect status

more flexible individualism, exceptional solutions

powerful universal form

Deconstructionism
Different forms, materials, and colours were composed as never before. There was no longer proper order, symmetry or rhythm to abide
by. This style was publicised in New York in 1988 by Philip Johnston’s
exhibition “Deconstructivist Architecture.”

IGH Internationale Gesamtschule Heidelberg - 1974

Improvisation and Spontaneity

perfectionism

ARCHITECTURAL DIRECTIONS OF POSTMODERN

Vanna Venturi’s House - 1964

IGH Internationale Gesamtschule Heidelberg - 1974

Anti-rational Architecture
Based on the organic architectural developments of post-war modernism. The well being of the user should be raised by the abandonment
of rationalism, especially in the abandonment of right angles.
Ex. Friedensreich Hundertwasser
Ecological Architecture
Environmental conservation and building sustainably started to gain
importance. (Die Grüne Partei (Green Party) was founded in this time.)

Vanna Venturi’s House Floor Plan

Contextualism

Michaeli-Gymnasium

Vanna Venturi’s House Elevation and Section

Thomas-Mann-Gymnasium

LEARNING
School-Building-System - “Kasseler Model” - ca. 1960-1980

LIVING
Vanna Venturi’s House - Robert Venturi & John Rauch - 1964 in Philadelphia

People began to pay attention to the context into which they built; surrounding development, topography, location, and users.
High-Tech Architecture
In the 1970’s, forms from industrial technology, oversizing of constructive details, and modular constructive components were used, mostly
in industrial buildings.

1968

1969

Postmodern

1970

Film (D) “Erziehung
zum Ungehorsam”
Compared traditional
and new anti-authoritarianism educational
methods.
Kultusministerkonferenz:
(Schoolboard conference)

“68er-Bewegung”
educational initiative:
Rudi Dutschke’s “Anti-Authoritarianism “ purpose: To teach the
ability to think critically.
Universities of applied
sciences are
established.

Merger Treaty
(Treaty of Brussels)

- Motto of the Post-Modernism

1971

1972

1973

- Robert Venturi

1977

BAföG is introduced:

1979

1980

Hundertwasser holds
“Presentation in the
nude” Titel: “Los von
Loos” Call to boycot
architecture
Approval to build the
Olympic Stadium in
Munich. (Largest suspended roof in the
world) Günter Behnisch, Frei Otto

1982

1983

1985

1986

1987

1988

Universities were
opened to everyone,
regardless of social
class.

(BAföG is goverment
provided financial support for students)
Kindergartens are
assigned to schools
as part of pre-primary
school education.

Secondary
School reform

“Birth” of the radicalised group the “Red
Army Faction” (RAF)

Summer Olympic
games in Munich

Decision for all German States to recognise the High School
diplomas of other
German states.

“BAföG-Kahlschlag”

The decision to establish Gesamtschulen
was made.
(Gesamtschulen are
schools contatining
all three of Germany’s secondary school
levels)

BAföG converted into
a full loan under Federal Chancellor
Helmut Kohl

Decision for whole day
school days and secondary schools inclusive of all three German secondary school
German Parlament
agrees the NATO-Double-Track Decision.
(Medium Range Nuclear Missiles were
placed in Germany)
Watergate Scandal

First man on the moon
(Apollo 11)

Oil crisis

Museum of Modern
Art introduces the architecture group “The
New York Five” (self
named: The White)
(Peter Eisenman, Michael Graves, Richard
Gwathmey, John Hejduk and Richard
Meier)

The first German
Green Party (Environmental Protection
party) was founded in
Niedersachsen

Film: James Bond “On
Her Majesty’s Secret
Service”

The works of the
“New York Five” were
screened at Milan Triennial XV.
World’s fair (EXPO)
James Bond
in Osaka, Japan
“Diamonds are
forever”

15.07. Demolition of the residential district Pruitt-Igoe in
St. Louis, Missouri: described
by Jencks as “The Day Modern
Architecture Died”
Book: Learning from Las Vegas by Robert Venturi

Film:James Bond “Live
and let die”
”My name is Nobody”
1974 James Bond
“The man with the
golden gun”
1975 “Sie nannten ihn
Mücke”

Centre Pompidou
(Renzo Piano & Richard Rogers)
State Gallery in Stuttgart (James Stirling)
James Bond “The spy
who loved me”

Repeal of t
Brezhnev d

“START”:
Negotiation to
reduce strategic, offensive arms between
the USA and the Soviet
Union in Geneva
AIDS becomes a
recognised disease

DDR distan
from Peres

Beginning of
Perestroika

Falklands war:
between Argentina
and Great Britain

First flight of the Space
Shuttle

Music: Die Neue
Deutsche Welle
(The new German
Wave)
inspired by Punk and
New Wave from GB
and the USA
(ex. Nena)

Pedestrian Zones are
considered important:
Competitions are held
to design Pedestrian
Zones for Munich and
Bremen

1981

- Paul Feyerabend

Chernobyl disaster

First commercial
Mobile Phone on the
market
Members of “Die Grünen” (The Green) Party
are elected into the
German parliament.

Jean François Lyotard
(french Philosopher):
Coined the term Postmodern through publishing his study “The
Postmodern Condition:
A Report on Knowledge”
James Bond “Moonraker”
Piazza d’Italia
in New Orleans

Book:
Charles Jencks, The
Language of PostModern Architecture

Construction of
the AT&T Building
(1980 -1983)

Movie:
E.T. The ExtraTerrestrial

Music:
End of the new German Wave
Reason: too much diversity in style
Effect: Paved the way
for German Pop music
Movie:
The Neverending Story

Jacques Derrida:
Essay:
“At the point of Madness... and now the
Architecture”
Intersection of PhilosJames Bond “A view to
ophy and Architecture.
kill”
Derrida introduces his
ideas on DeconstrucOtto-the Film
tivism.
Book “Das Parfüm”
(The Perfume) by Patrick Süskind

Book: Heinrich Klotz,
Moderne und Postmoderne
Architektur der Gegenwart 1960 - 1980
(The History of Postmodern Architecture)
James Bond “The living daylights”

Exposition
“Deconstru
Architectur
by Philip Jo
New York

Final poster “fourth epoch: post-modernism”
Students: Morgan Conner, Nicolas Ctvrtnik, Katharina Pritsch.

AT&T Building Floor Plans

Wilhelm-Hausenstein-Gymnasium

AT&T Building Lobby

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Reunification:
The DDR’s school
system is disestablished.

the
doctrine

nced itself
stroika

uctivist
re”
ohnson in

AT&T Building Front View

WORKING
AT&T Building - Philip Johnson & John Burgee - 1983 in New York

Fall of the Berlin Wall
Destabilizing the DDR
Internet becomes
widely used
Hungary becomes the
first Eastern European
Country to open it’s
borders.

James Bond
“Licence to kill”

Schengen Agreement: Dissolving of the Warrelaxed border controls saw Pact; which was
between the EU mem- in place since 1955
ber countries.
“START”: Treaty to reTreaty signed on the
duce strategic, nuclear
Monetary-, economweapons between the
ic- and Social union
USA and the Soviet
between the BRD and Union was signed
DDR
The Commonwealth
03.10. Reunification of of Independent States
the DDR and the BRD
was founded
and the DDR is welcomed into the EuroDissolving of the
pean Community
Soviet Union

Maastricht treaty was
signed by members of
the European Union

OSZE-Summit: Paris Charter, End of the
division of Europe

Nelson Mandela
released after 27 years
imprisonment in South
Africa

Music:
C&C Music Factory released their hit “Gonna
Make Yout Sweat”

Film:
Jurrasic Park 1

Film:
Schindler’s List

Film:
Forrest Gump
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HOW CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE OPENED UP LEARNING SPACES
Fuji Kindergarten
Tokyo, Japan, 2007
Tezuka Architects

Imagination Playground
Matt Goldman, Co-Founder,
The Blue School, 2019

Roll it
Karlsruhe, Germany, 2009
University Karlsruhe

-Fuji
Constructed
around three large zelkova
Kindergarten
trees
Tokyo, Japan, 2007
-Tezuka
A building
without walls and without dead
Architects

-Imagination
Encouages children
to design their own inPlayground
ventions, environments and activities
Matt Goldman, Co-Founder,
-The
These
modular,
rectilinear
Blue
School,
2019 parts are easy to

-Roll
A cool
it experimental house, the result of
collaboration of different institutes within
Karlsruhe,
Germany, 2009
the University of Karlsruhe
University Karlsruhe

ends
-- Rejecting
Constructed
aroundspatial
three hierarchies
large zelkova
traditional
trees
- Children are encouraged, to learn by their
-own
A building
without walls and without dead
experiences
ends

stack, line up and move around
-- Encouages
to design
their own
Imaginationchildren
Playground
is made
out inof
ventions,
environments
and activities
waterproof
foam, the blocks
are resistant to
corrosion,
microorgan-mold,
Thesemildew,
modular,
rectilinearand
parts
are easy to
isms line up and move around
stack,

- Rejecting traditional spatial hierarchies

1995

1996
1996

design isare
a modular
pro-- This
Threecyclindrical
different sections
dedicated
to
type thatfunctional
provides needs:
flexiblethere
space
a
different
is a within
bed and
minimal
housing an
unitexercise cylinder, and a
table
in section,
kitchen with a sink

- Imagination Playground is made out of
waterproof foam, the blocks are resistant to
mold, mildew, corrosion, and microorganisms

- Children are encouraged, to learn by their
own experiences

1995

- Three different sections are dedicated to
needs:
therethe
is aresult
bed and
-different
A cool functional
experimental
house,
of
table in section,
exerciseinstitutes
cylinder, within
and a
collaboration
of an
different
kitchen
with a of
sink
the
University
Karlsruhe

1997
1997

1998
- In the German

speaking countries the
1998
spelling reform comes

1999

2000
21. century

1999

- First „PISA-study“

Germany scored low
2000
-> reform of the
education system

into effect with
reservation

21.
century
- Development
on the

early
at
- Firstsupport
„PISA-study“
preschool,scored
effective
Germany
low
learning
->
reformmethods,
of the
individual promotional
education
system
offers
- Development on the
- Conversion
of
early
support at
universitieseffective
to
preschool,
international
learning
methods,
competitive
training
individual
promotional
and research centers
offers

- The
necessity
In the
German of this
reform,
is countries
met with the
speaking
resistance
spelling reform comes
into effect with
reservation

2001
- The most

comprehensive
2001
international

- This cyclindrical design is a modular protype that provides flexible space within a
minimal housing unit

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2

comparative study on
the school system and
the knowledge level of
-15-year-olds,
The most
comprehensive
Germany scored low
international
- Tested areas
of on
comparative
study
competence:
the
school system and
Reading,
mathslevel
and of
the
knowledge
science
15-year-olds,
Germany
scored
- Criticism
of thelow

- Second worldwide
„PISA“-study.
Germany once again
performes poorly
(Focus on
mathematics)
- Second worldwide
„PISA“-study.
Germany once again
performes poorly
(Focus on
mathematics)

- IGLU results
Germany participates
for the second time,
although it achieves
significantly better
results than in 2001, it
- IGLU
results to
is
not possible
Germany participates
compensate
for the
for thebackground
second time,
social
although
it achieves
of
the pupils
to the
significantly
better
desired
extent.
results than in 2001, it
-isGermany
performs
not possible
to
better
in the for the
compensate
„PISA“-study
social background
of the pupils to the
desired extent.

-International year
of Commemoration
of the victims of the
Second World War

- Start of the Iraq war
under global protests

- Germany performs
better in the
„PISA“-study

-International year
of Commemoration
of the victims of the
Second World War

- Start of the Iraq war
under global protests

- The necessity of this
reform, is met with
resistance

--Launch
of of
Conversion
Bachelor und
universities
toMaster
along american lines
international
(replaces
thetraining
diploma)
competitive
and research centers
- Launch of
Bachelor und Master
along american lines
(replaces the diploma)

- Dolly the sheep, the
first mammal to be
cloned succeed at
Roslin-Insitute,
Scotland

- The princess of Wales, Lady Diana dies in
a tragic car accident

- Competition
Dolly the sheep, the
„Humanity
against
first mammal
to be
Technology“Chess
cloned succeed at
computer
wins the
Roslin-Insitute,
match
against the
Scotland
Russia‘s Garry
- Competition
Kasparow
„Humanity against
Technology“Chess
computer wins the
match against the
Russia‘s Garry
Kasparow

- The princess of Wales, Lady Diana dies in
a tragic car accident

-New library building
for the „Bibliothèque
de France“, built by the
young architect
Dominique Perrault. In
the same year, the
-New library
architect
wasbuilding
for the „Bibliothèque
acclaimed
for the
de France“, built
the
construction
withbythe
youngvan
architect
„Mies
der Rohe
Dominique Perrault. In
Award“
the same year, the
architect was
acclaimed for the
construction with the
„Mies van der Rohe
Award“

- Titanic (american
film drama), directed
by James Cameron,
18 million moviegoers
alone in Germany

- Gerhard Schröder as
new chancellor
- The governement of
Helmut Kohl comes to
an end after 16 years
Gerhard
Schröder
-- FIFA
World
Cup in as
new chancellor
France
(France wins)
- The governement of
Helmut Kohl comes to
an end after 16 years
- FIFA World Cup in
France (France wins)

Fashion(american
designer
- Titanic
Gianni
Versace
is
film
drama),
directed
murdered
his home
by
James in
Cameron,
in Miami
by a
18
millionBeach
moviegoers
serial
killer
alone in Germany
Park 2
--Jurassic
Fashion designer
premires
in the is
Gianni
Versace
cinemas
murdered in his home
in Miami Beach by a
serial killer
-Jurassic Park 2
premires in the
cinemas

-The „Kunsthaus
Bregenz“ (KUB), Swiss
architect Peter
Zumthor, winner of the
„Mies van der Rohe
Award“ for European
-The „Kunsthaus
architecture
Bregenz“ (KUB), Swiss
architect Peter
Zumthor, winner of the
„Mies van der Rohe
Award“ for European
architecture

- Criticism of the
Educational system
becomming ever
louder

- Terror attack on the
World- Trade- Center

- The governement
moved from Bonn to
Berlin after German
reunification

- War against terrorism in Afghanistan

- Launch of the Euro,
frist
deposit money
- Theasgovernement
in
11 countries
moved
from Bonn to
after
-Berlin
August
11.German
total solar
reunification
eclipse

- Civil union permitted
-inTerror
attack on the
the Netherlands
World- Trade- Center
- Counter- Terrorism
-Committee
War against
terrofoundation
rism
in
Afghanistan
as subsidiary body of
the
UNSecurity
- Civil
union
permitted
Committee
in
the Netherlands

- Launch of the Euro,
frist as deposit money
in 11 countries

- Counter- Terrorism
Committee foundation
as subsidiary body of
the UN- Security
Committee

- August 11. total solar
eclipse

- The move of the
federal government
from Bonn to Berlin
reached its high point
with the arrival of the
“Bundestag” in the
-“Berlin
The move of the
federal government
Reichstag”-building
from Bonn to Berlin
reached its high point
with the arrival of the
“Bundestag” in the
“Berlin
Reichstag”-building

system
-Educational
Tested areas
of
becomming ever
competence:
louder
Reading, maths and
science

- „Der Spiegel“
raises strong
allegations against
Gunther von Hagens
„Body Worlds“, for his
exhibition collections
-of„Der
Spiegel“
chinese
executed
raises
strong
victims.
allegations against
Gunther von Hagens
„Body Worlds“, for his
exhibition collections
of chinese executed
victims.

- „Palacio de
Congresos y Auditorio
Kursaal“, in San
Sebastián (Spain) a
Congress and Cultural
Center, by Rafael
- „Palacio
de of
Moneo,
winner
Congresos
y Auditorio
„Mies
van der
Rohe
Kursaal“,forinEuropean
San
Award“
Sebastián (Spain) a
Architecture
Congress and Cultural
Center, by Rafael
Moneo, winner of
„Mies van der Rohe
Award“ for European
Architecture

- NATO eastward
expansion

- shooting at
-„Gutenberg“The Euro is
secondary school
introduced
as legalin
Erfurt, Germany
tender
in the European
Union
(EU)
- International
Court of

- Tsunami in Indonesia
- Terrorist
attack in
and
Thailand
Madrid, Spain
- NATO eastward
expansion

starts
-Justice
shooting
at
operat against geno„Gutenberg“cide, crime school
againstin
secondary
humanity
and war
Erfurt,
Germany
crimes
- International Court of
Justice starts
operat against genocide, crime against
humanity and war
crimes

- First time „Banksy“
sprays in Hamburg,
Germany

- First time „Banksy“
sprays in Hamburg,
Germany

- Fourth Eastern
enlargement of the
European Union
- Terrorist attack in
Madrid, Spain

- The Euro is
introduced as legal
tender in the European
Union (EU)

- Fourth Eastern
enlargement of the
European Union

- Tsunami in Indonesia
and Thailand

- Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger is elected
Pope thereby
becoming the first ever
German Pope
- Olympic
Cardinal games
Josephin
England
short
Ratzingerare
is cut
elected
by
a terrorist
Pope
therebyattack
the first
ever
-becoming
Violent Urban
riots
in
German Pope
France
- Olympic games in
-England
Merkel are
is Federal
cut short
Chancellor
by a terrorist attack
- Violent Urban riots in
France

- Founding of
„UNHRC“- United
Nations Human Rights
Council

- Real estate bubble
bursts
- Kosovo declares its
independence from
Serbia
Real estate
bubble
-- RussiaGeorgia
bursts
(Caucasus)
war
- Kosovo declares its
independence from
Serbia
- Russia- Georgia
(Caucasus) war

- War of Lebanon
Founding
-- FIFA
WorldofCup,
„UNHRC“-isUnited
Germany
world
Nations Human Rights
champion
Council
- War of Lebanon
- FIFA World Cup,
Germany is world
champion

- Merkel is Federal
Chancellor

- Strasbourg tramway
terminus opened in
2000 (architect: Zaha
Hadid, 2003 awarded
with the “Mies van der
Rohe Award” for
- Strasbourg
tramway
European
Architecture)
terminus opened in
2000 (architect: Zaha
Hadid, 2003 awarded
with the “Mies van der
Rohe Award” for
European Architecture)

-The embassy of
the Kingdom of the
Netherlands in Berlin,
built by Rem Koolhaas
and Ellen van Loon,
was awarded the
-The embassy
of
Berlin
Architecture
the Kingdom
of the
Award
2003 and
the
Netherlands
Berlin,
„Mies
van derinRohe
built by for
Rem
Koolhaas
Award“
European
and Ellen van2005.
Loon,
Architecture
was awarded the
Berlin Architecture
Award 2003 and the
„Mies van der Rohe
Award“ for European
Architecture 2005.

James Bond 007:
Casino Royale
(british-amercanthriller) Direction, Sam
Mendes
James Bond 007:
Casino Royale
(british-amercanthriller) Direction, Sam
Mendes
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Workshop
& world café
The final day of the symposium was planned as a more
“hands on‘‘ workshop. Here the participants had the opportunity to exchange their ideas in a lively manner in
the world café: “Re-defining learning spaces”. The world
café is a commonly known method used for developing
ideas through knowledge sharing. Here a structured
conversational process in which groups of people discuss a topic at several small tables like those in a café
is planned. One host leads the table and asks the questions, making sure that everyone gets a chance to speak
(cf. Elliott et al. 2005). Although predefined questions
have been agreed upon at the beginning, outcomes or
solutions are not decided in advance (see Bache 2008
& Liteman et al. 2006). The main idea of this method is
that collective discussion can shift people‘s conceptions
and encourage collective action (Lewis 2011). Our world
café was a space for debate, uncertainties, opening new
perspectives, and contributing our own experiences.

The first LEARN [IN] event was the point of departure of
the manifesto. The discussion within the working groups
during the world café began with the understanding that
there was a need for something new, and that this could
affect learning in a positive way and give people more
responsibility and autonomy.
What could the future of learning, and consequently,
of learning spaces be?
These ideas were organized and clustered in four topics,
presented in our LEARN [IN] manifesto. (see pp. 161–211)
1. ME/WE,
2. Learning from the ordinary,
3. Paths of deviation, and
4. Learn[ out][IN].
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Brainstorming workshop and presentation.

Impressions of our world café, a space for debate, uncertainties, opening new perspectives, and bringing in our own
experiences.

Collecting ideas on tablecloth.

Presentation of the results of one of the world café tables.

“Only thoughts that
come by walking
have any value.”
Friedrich Nietzsche

Florence

City center

Italy
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Florence

Map (left) of Florence and aerial (right).
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Impressions of the Department of Architecture (DIDA),
University of Florence.

Impressions of the Department of Architecture (DIDA),
University of Florence.

LEARN[IN] Lab I
The LEARN[IN] Lab I took place from September 10–12,
2019 in Florence. In accordance with the intent of the
lab, most of the activities organized by the Department
of Architecture (DiDA) of the University of Florence were
developed outside the lecture rooms, including some visits to the main monuments of the city.
The three-day lab consisted of three workshops (one per
day) at some of the most important sites of the city of
Florence, followed by general briefings held in the rooms
of the School of Architecture. This inverted method reflects a design approach which considers the city as an
open book to be read, understood, and used as a tool for
developing architectural and urban projects.
Students and professors first met in one of the most
famous places in the world, the Uffizi courtyard, facing
the Arno river. Here the first workshop, “Learning outside the classroom”, was held. Armed with sketchbooks
and pencils, students discovered travel as one of the
fundamental experiences for learning the architect’s
profession.
During the live drawing session, we asked students to
fix their thoughts on a couple of A4 sheets: plans, façades, and cross-sections, developed through orthogonal
projections, were used to consider further issues about
the fabrica. Through this exercise, students were able
to study the compositional and constructive complexity
of the site and to encounter a real Architecture of the
City, according to Aldo Rossi’s concept of significance
(Rossi 1966). Vasari‘s corridor is an important instance
of urban reform, a still relevant lesson. It crosses the
river, links two parts of the city, and includes pre-existing

and new forms into a system. After the workshop, we
met “All together now” around a table in the classroom,
reporting what we understood of the Uffizi architecture
and comparing the drawings, each one presented by its
author.
The work was completed by the “As-it-once-was lecture”, a traditional academic lesson about Vasari’s
design. Thanks to old black/white pictures, the Uffizi
project could be explained as a large-scale urban redevelopment in the heart of the antique city, actually an
extension of the medieval Palazzo Vecchio, but two centuries later. Giorgio Vasari built a sensitive focal point in
the relationship of Florence with its river, a large structure on a landscape scale. On the ground floor, the use
of the loggia’s barrel vault, supported by a continuous
façade on one side and a pillar-column sequence on the
other, creates a span, conceived as a submultiple of the
measurement system, able to include and to re-interpret
the pre-existing buildings, even the Loggia dei Lanzi.
Architectural composition concerns how to arrange,
control, and predict relations, how to establish hierarchies, how to distribute weights, how to discipline
masses: in summary, how to make choices. Through
the exercise, we could identify some of these choices:
the rule and the exception in the Doric order’s measures (vertically eight diameters rather than the canonical
seven); the verticality of the single architectural element
interrupted by the strong horizontal sign of the cornice;
the false windows of the loggia that give body to space
with a scattered light; the constructional coherence with
Leon Battista Alberti’s theory. The old questions were
investigated by Vasari in light of the new problems.
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First meeting point, students and professors at first workshop “Learning outside the classroom”, Uffizi courtyard,
Florence.

Uffizi courtyard.

Students sketching during the first workshop “Learning
outside the classroom”.

View from the west-side gallery of the Uffizi courtyard.

Students sketching during the first workshop “Learning
outside the classroom”.

Detail of the cealing of the Uffizi courtyard.

Together we tried to understand why cognition and recognition are inextricably linked for an architect, in the same way as
the best writers are also passionate readers.
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Sketches of the students drawn during the first workshop
“Learning outside the classroom”.
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“As-it-once lecture” input session and presentation of the
sketches.

Discussion of first findings based on the sketches.

The workday ended with an “Apero session” in a café near
the school, drinking good red wine and drawing from memory
what we remembered of the Uffizi’s experience.

Learning outside
of the classroom
The second workshop, “Learning outside the classroom”,
took place at Santa Maria Novella Station, an important
modern building designed by Giovanni Michelucci. We adopted the same procedure as for the Uffizi exercise. From
this architecture, and the interpretation of Michelucci’s
design sketches, emerges the monumental space of
the ticket office, the long horizontal environmental section which links the station with the apse of Santa Maria
Novella Church, the surprising beam-knees of the gallery,
the accurate use of materials, the design of furniture as
part of the infrastructure itself, the relation with the city.
Learning by doing, we understood on-site that Modern is
not a style, but rather a stance, an intellectual approach.
As for the Uffizi, we should be interested in buildings
able to establish not stylistic or figurative, but systematic relationships. As for other important modern architects, technical issues become architectural themes.
Designing implies understanding to which system (or
sub-system) a part of the whole belongs.

After two urban interiors, the third workshop, named
“The museum as third teacher”, was held at the National Museum of Bargello. The focus of this experience
was reasoning about old spaces and new uses, the relation between immovable walls and upcoming different
needs, and the resistance of the spaces and the variability of the human presence. After being welcomed by
one of the curators, the students were free to explore
the museum. As for the previous workshops, we adopted the same modality of visiting: travelling and drawing. Drawing within the site led the students to a slow
discovery of the space, the opposite of a fast visit (a.k.a.
surfing). The students were invited to represent and analyze parts or aspects they were interested in: museum
architecture, exhibition design, natural light, artificial
lighting system, use of the spaces, etc.
The Florentine workshop was concluded with a collective on-site discussion based on the sketches made in
the museum’s courtyard.
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Impressions of the second workshop “Learning outside the
classroom” at the Santa Maria Novella Station.

Detail of the grids of skylights leading the passenger to the
platforms at Santa Maria Novella Station.

Impressions of the third workshop, “The museum as third
teacher” at the National Museum of Bargello, Florence.
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Sketches of the students drawn during the third workshop
“The museum as third teacher” National Museum of Bargello,
Florence.
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Guided visit to the “Brunelleschi Dome” and “Basilica of
Santa Maria del Fiore”.

Impressions of the visit to the Palazzo Medici Riccardi.

Map of Florence and visited places during the LEARN[IN] Lab I.

Learning with(in) the city
The concept of “Learning outside of the classroom” was given
a new scale in Florence, a city known for its architecture and
art masterpieces. This intention was also supported by the
university itself, as the teaching and research activities of the
Department of Architecture take place at several locations.
Most of them are situated in the historical centre of the city,
creating an “urban campus”, transforming the city as a learning space.
“This allows students and teachers to walk through the historic centre, seeing, experiencing and above all interacting with
buildings and monuments, in one of the most highly regarded
artistic and architectural spaces in the world, simply on their
way to the Departmental and School offices, the teaching staff
cubicles and the classrooms where the courses of Architecture and Landscape Architecture take place” DIDA (2015).
Moreover, the Santa Teresa building of the architecture department has an interesting history. According to Maurizio De Vita
(2011) this began in 1620, when Maria Francesca Guardi donated a building plot inside the 14th-century city walls for the
foundation of a monastery in honour of St. Theresa. Both the
convent and the church were built by the Florentine architect
Giovanni Coccapani.

In 1808 the convent was abolished by the French government,
and eight years later it was refurbished and partially used as
a public school. In 1865 it was finally turned into a prison. The
main structure went through several transformations: between 1866 and 1897 three new sections were added to the
building, as the building changed its programme.
The central building was intended to contain the cells of the
prisoners, whereas the lateral sections housed carpentry,
shoe-making and mechanical workshops. In the years 198485, the City of Florence gave the building to the University, and
transferred the prisoners to a new prison at Sollicciano. The
old structure of the prison of Santa Teresa was easily reconverted into a teaching facility in 1992, thanks to the various
existing spaces which could accommodate a large number
of people. Fortunately, traces of the original function of the
building still remain in the main body of the structure, where
the prison cells were maintained, giving it a unique identity.
Nowadays the space houses the didactic services of the DIDA
Department and of the School of Architecture, as well as the
Architectural Modelling Workshop (LMA), classrooms, study
spaces for both students and teaching staff, and the courses
on Architectural Sciences and the Second-cycle degree in Architecture. (DIDA 2015 & De Vita 2011).
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Santa Teresa, one of the buildings of the department of
architecture of the university of Florence (DIDA).

“Watch over what is
not seen and barely
heard.”
Bartalini

Pevidém

City center
Pevidém

Portugal
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Guimarães

Map (left) of Guimarães, Pevidém and aerial of Pevidém (right).
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Impressions of the School of Architecture EAUM, University
of Minho.

Impressions of the School of Architecture EAUM, University
of Minho.

LEARN[IN] Lab II
The LEARN[IN] Lab II took place from November 26-28,
2019 in Guimarães. According to the motto “Learning
from the ordinary”, the team from the School of Architecture of the University of Minho selected Pevidém as
a learning place. Being one of the most important industrial textile centers of Vale do Ave Territory, this area,
without formal limits, is located in the municipality of
Guimarães, Portugal, and has a population of 15,000
people.
To give an idea of the learning territory, the Vale do Ave
is a large urbanized area with a dimension of 433 sq.
kilometres with 345,158 inhabitants, where housing is
intertwined with agricultural land, textile industries and
domestic production. The Vale do Ave is also the second urban system of the Portuguese northwest city-region (Sá & Domingues, 2002: 74).

The city-region has a geographical extension that goes
from Aveiro to Viana do Castelo, with a total of three million inhabitants. With an interdisciplinary and cross-cultural approach, the Lab II involved students from Architecture, Design and Visual Arts organized in four
working groups.
Each group gathered students from these three fields of
knowledge, as well as students from the three different
schools engaged in the LEARN[IN] project.
The professors from the three participating universities
acted as group moderators and catalyzers, interacting,
simultaneously, with all the working groups, stimulating
the discussion and reflection of the ideas that were
brought up.
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On the way to Pevidém.

Impressions from the Walk #1 “Wandering from the Praça
Francisco Inácio”.

Good cooperation, good company: discovering the wineyards
of Pevidém.

Lunch in Pevidém at the restaurant “Sabores de Pevidém”.

Student Projects
After gathering at the School of Architecture for a brief
introduction of the Lab and practical organization of the
work, as well as the presentation of the chosen learning
place, including the recent master‘s thesis research
“Children’s Socio-spatial narratives in Pevidém” by the
architect Paula Martins, we went by bus to Pevidém. In
Pevidém we had the primary methodological approach:
walking (Careri 2002; Careri & Rocco 2019) as a way to
engage with the place and recognize the main features, specificities, potentialities and problems that may
be found with a direct and sensitive in situ immersion.
We all joined in Praça Francisco Inácio, the town civic
centre. From there, each working group wandered freely
into the urban fabric, with the support of cartography, a
notebook and a camera, but, and most importantly, with
their bodies and senses open to experience and learn
from the ordinary landscape where they were left free
to explore.

After a welcoming lunch together in the Restaurant
“Sabores de Pevidém”, we went back to the School of
Architecture, where the studio work started. The first
moment was a collective brainstorm collating impressions and reasoning about the experience of the place,
questioning preconceptions and departing from the
opportunities offered by ordinary places. During these
three intensive days, students and professors had the
opportunity to discuss impressions, ideas, and proposals for Pevidém, as well as to get to know each other in
our cultural diversity. To learn from what was found there, without taking up any judgmental positionality, it was
an opportunity to amplify our view of the surrounding
space. The work interchanged between independent
studio work, to spaces for debate and opening up new
perspectives, ending with the final presentation and public discussion of each group’s developed ideas.
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Impressions of the Studio #1 Brainstorming about the field
work.

Work in progress, Studio #2 “Representing Pevidém as a
learning field”.

Organisms in mutation
Team
Leonardo Gori
Paula Martins
Adriana Oliveira
Ines Oliveira
Aleksandra Panic
Katharina Pritsch
After an analysis of the territory, we found out that one
of the main characteristics of Pevidém is its diversity.
Based on the experience of the walk in the site, and after
a more detailed analysis of the territory, the repetition of
an urban pattern begins to become clear.
Our team pursued the decodification of the area, with
what they called the DNA of Pevídem; acknowledging its
complexity, recognizing its parts and its multiple combinations. Public programmes, housing, industry, agriculture and green areas are the most evident components
present in the urban landscape of the Pevidém. Thus,
identifying these parts and perceiving the associated
urban and social relationships, it is visible that the evolution of this place, in its extension, evolves in constant
change, like a living organism.

BALANCE
BARRIERS
IDENTITY
SEGREGATION
MORPHOLOGY
SUBVERSION

PATTERNS

The concept of organisms in mutation addresses the always changing landscape and uncertainty that Pevídem
shows. Its formal industrial character is accompanied
by the surrounding houses that have later also become
production sites.
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our path
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Two centers

NA

DNA
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Concept diagrams, cells and organisms.

A
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Developed postcards, collage.

Fragmentation
Team
João Bandeira
Lucas Cerqueira
Carolina Madureira
Mesut Nada
Rute Silva
Chiara Simoncini
After an analysis of the territory, we saw that one of the
main problems of Pevídem is the fragmentation and the
lack of public space. This was highlighted by the clear
barriers between the houses and the streets. These physical borders, such as walls, fences, or barbed wire, were
clear limits that characterized the landscape.Moreover,
we realized that the local people did not have enough
spaces for interaction apart from cafés or playgrounds.
This influences the way they see Pevidém, and as a consequence, the way they live there. It is a place to be, not
just a place to work and sleep. After mapping the main
landmarks in the area, the clock tower and the tower
of the factory, we decided to bring people together, to
connect them.
As a result, an art intervention was conceived. The connection lines were materialized with leftover fabric that
was donated from the local factories. And the future
network of relationships between locals was materialized between buildings.
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Concept
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Idea
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Representation
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Conclusion
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Photomontage “Sewing together the fragments”.
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Identity/evolution/levels
Team
Nicolas Ctvrtnik
Raissa Fonseca
Ana Margarida Mota
Viviana Maria Privitera
Fabrizio Taricone
The first approach our group took was to develop a specific approach to the place. For this, we decided to analyze the colour palette, and in this way we discovered
the different levels of the territory. Thus, it was found
that the previous times and stories of the place were reflected in the elements and materiality of the site, giving
it a specific character and identity. Simultaneously, the
public-private dichotomy was analyzed, as well as what
happens in the “in-between space”. This in-between is
mostly bound by the continuous presence of water.
Our group used several international references to anticipate possibilities for an intervention, such as the transformation of the abandoned factories into community
spaces, in order to contribute to the evolution of Pevidém into a much more lively and lived-in place.
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Photomontage, sketches and timeline analysis.
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Aereal (left) of Pevidém and “decodifying the territory of
Pevidém“ (right).
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Intentional drawing
Team
André Abreu
Luís Caldas
Morgan Conner
Cláudia Pando
Giulia Peixoto Moschi
Jacqueline Wirth
The theme of our work came up through the walking
visit to Pevidém. This journey of recognition started at
Praça S. Francisco Inácio, where the importance of music in the parish became apparent. In the centre of the
square stands a very peculiar bandstand, the benches
of which have the shape of musical instruments, and in
one of the limits of the space is the Comendador Albano
Abreu Coelho Lima Academy of Music. The walk continued, and this time, through streets filled with housing
blocks.
From the careful analysis of the space, some examples
of fences and spaces between buildings were selected
which highlight the confrontation between public and
private space.
Afterwards, our group decided to find how to visit the
Leisure Park of Rio Selho, which has no clearly visible access. For that same reason, we ventured out and

chose a path marked on the map that seemed to be the
access. The adventure was successfully concluded, we
entered the park on the west side, we followed the dirt
path along the river Selho, we crossed the playground,
the area with equipment for physical activity, we stopped in order to talk to the gentleman who lives in the
small house in the centre of the park, and we continued
our journey through the football field.
While returning to Praça S. Francisco Inácio, we started
reflecting about all the curiosities and situations that
seemed interesting during the walk.
Then, at the School of Architecture of the University of
Minho, the group met and discussed the main issues
raised by the visit to the territory of study. Consequently,
the concepts associated with our work arose, namely
connection, organization, relationship, interaction and
intentional design.
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Photo analysis and process.

From these concept we selected three themes that organize our investigation, the music, the park and the interval between public and private space.
On the theme of music, a cardboard panel was made
with illustrations of the main things associated with music in Pevidém, namely the bandstand, the Music Academy and the Musical Association, as well as the parish
anthem.
With regard to the Rio Selho Leisure Park, several maps
were drawn showing the access routes, paths and equipment. We also created critical illustrations regarding the
lack of quality of access to the park.
The interval between the public and private space was
represented by small models of cardboard, styrofoam
and wooden sticks, which reflect the different situations
that the group encountered when visiting Pevidém, such
as the installation of double fences and the empty spaces between buildings.
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Intentional Drawings
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Final intervention of the “Intentional Drawings”.
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LEARN[IN] Manifesto
The manifesto was developed in an ongoing process
influenced by the input and production of knowledge
during the three events; LEARN[IN] Symposium (Heidelberg), LEARN [IN] Lab I (Florence) and LEARN [IN] Lab II
(Guimarães), and the year afterwards for reflection and
discussion of the ideas and perspectives on the topics.
This manifesto stands as a platform created throughout
and within our dialogue, and it is not to be understood
as final, but as an interactive practice that we want to
further improve. The following statements are the reflection of the common ground we found within the international and interdisciplinary LEARN [IN] team; this
would not have been possible without the events, the face-to-face encounters, workshops, the input of all actors
involved in the project such as the students, invited speakers, researchers, locals from the respective countries,
and, last but not least, the context, the in situ experience
where we had the opportunity to confront the different
realities with hands-on exercises.
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A

ME/WE

1.
From traditional formal learning (spaces) to informal learning (spaces), learning is
an all-encompassing activity
that goes far beyond formal
educational institutions and
needs to cover reality in its
entirety. Learning happens
actually everywhere and at
all times.

Learning is a natural activity inherent to all living beings
and is necessary for understanding the world and for
survival. Almost all young children learn with great motivation; they discover the world and experience it further
every single day. They learn in the family, from friends,
in everyday life, on the sports field, actually everywhere. Educators assume that most of what children learn
happens outside formal educational institutions.
We all know the pedagogical focus on learning in formal institutions. But the overall validity was probably
the case in the past, when the world was less networked or digital. However, this does not mean that formal
educational institutions are becoming less important,
but rather that they need to redefine their role and locate
themselves differently in the world of the 21st century.
Professors have long ceased to be mere ex-cathedra
heralds of knowledge. Knowledge in the sense of facts
is available everywhere and at any time. But embedding it in contexts of meaning, in the profession, in the
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university, in culture, distinguishing between important
and less important, between true and false – this must
be conveyed and embedded in learning processes. The
change in the role of teachers as learning facilitators recognizes the real change in learning in the 21st century.
However, they are no less relevant – quite the contrary
– as not only the famous Hattie study (2013) shows:
it‘s the teacher that matters. And we go even further
and also say: the student matters! Intensive learning
processes require both equally.
So what does this have to do with the spaces in which
we learn? Everything! Being human means to experience the physical and sensual in space. In terms of learning, this was and mostly is an experience in formal
learning spaces, which are nevertheless designed for
ex-cathedra learning. In the universities we are slowly
experiencing a change here, which is important and will
be trendsetting. The new formal learning spaces will
have to offer more diverse usage options where stu166
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dents can learn independently, actively and in a motivated way. Such rooms will increasingly take on the character of informal learning and will look less and less
like classical learning spaces. They are also rooms that
are no longer only inside, but also outside, in open space, actually the best natural learning space, which Lucius Burckhardt (2006) wonderfully described in his “walking science”, or in the city, the cultural learning space,
where we all, like a Benjaminian flaneur, are constantly
experiencing something new.
Learning and learning spaces are currently undergoing
a great change. This makes it all the more important
to promote exchange and, here too, learning from one
another.
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2.
We are all teachers, we are all
learners. We believe everyone, regardless of age, social
status or academic degree,
has something to teach and
something to learn. Life is
an open book to be written:
with stories, memories and
so many images very worth
sharing.

As seen and practiced throughout the two years of the
project we can all be teachers and we can all be learners. Our exchange and dialogue between different
universities, in different countries, academic fields and
degrees has tested and verified this repeatedly.
In this fashion, we learn from each other and with each
other, regardless of age, social status or academic degree. Everyone has something to teach and something
to learn. For this, we must also address the importance
of lived experience as knowledge. Knowledge comes
in different kinds and forms, and can be obtained in
different contexts, not just at an academic institution.
Although society can often argue the opposite, academic knowledge is not the one and only kind; lived experience and practical knowledge is as important as
academic knowledge. Ideally, we have both.
Here it is important to note that learning is a lifelong
process. In fact, over the years this has become more
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relevant, as nowadays people live longer and better lives. According to the UNESCO Institute of Lifelong Learning, learning is an ongoing, voluntary and
self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons. This ongoing process takes place through time, through different individuals
involved and in an always changing context: we learn
with(in) society. This became even clearer after the
first LEARN[IN] event; the first step towards innovative
learning and learning spaces had to address the social
realm of learning.
The concept of “ME/WE” explores the learning process
from a social perspective. By recognizing that education is one of the main factors in achieving equality in
our society, there arises a need to acknowledge that
“ME” is equivalent to “WE”. In this way, we claim not just
that we are equivalent in worth, but also we acknowledge our role in WE, our multi-faceted society, taking responsibility for its development and well-being.
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It is in this context that we must rethink the way we design. Design (in all its scales) is an instrument that can
counteract the boards between me and you, ME and
WE.
Inclusive spaces allow people to express and participate in society. Moreover, participatory approaches help
to create spaces that answer the needs of everyone.
Inclusive spaces go beyond ramps and elevators; we
need to approach inclusiveness in a more holistic way.
What is being inclusive or exclusive starts in our minds.
We need to create spaces where different people feel
comfortable and safe. In the case of learning institutions, it means spaces should enable, support and catalyze different types of learning: Spaces for ME/WE.
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B

LEARNING
FROM THE
ORDINARY

3.
Refrain from thinking architecture is only about creating
extraordinary masterpieces
set apart from the ordinary.
Architecture is not outside
quotidian actions. When this
fact has been acknowledged, we are free to shift our
mindset, and start seeing the
ordinary as a learning field.

Traditionally, architecture has been about monumental or extraordinary buildings. The discipline has been
trapped for a long time in this need to be above the banal, the everyday, the commonplace. For architecture,
produced masterpieces were to be crystallized as architects designed them, they need to be frozen in time
at the instant when the building construction was concluded and given to society, either to the individual client or the collective one.
Architecture as such is architecture detached from life
and time. Yes, it is true, many architects still desire to
keep control of the building as they imagined it, but reality often shows the opposite. Architecture is not isolated from everyday life. Spaces become messy when
children transform a pristine white wall into the canvas
for their drawings; when the party is over and the space
becomes untidy; when we walk in the street and see the
appropriation of a neglected space. Simultaneously, we
are so immersed in the common places we live in, that
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they become invisible to us. More than necessary, we
tend to disregard ordinary places, because they do not
fit into established aesthetical preconceptions and categories of exempla. They are just considered ordinary
buildings, places, landscapes; and the ordinary turns
out to be unworthy.
Consequently, we have separated from the ordinary
and we have become unable to learn from it. We, with
our architect’s egos, desire to detach from the banal, to
be above it all as an “inspired god” that will transform
reality into a better beautiful future masterpiece. But
if architecture is always connected with the ordinary,
how can this detachment develop architecture as a discipline engaged with society and its surroundings?
This requires a shift in our mindset. We need to clarify that, when we refer to the ordinary, we are not celebrating it as an aesthetic object. That would be the
symmetrical error and we would again be trapped in
176
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the simplistic dichotomy of like and dislike. The challenge is another: we need to see beneath the image, to
observe the complex processes that generate ordinary
landscapes and not photogenic final products. We need
to apprehend daily life and its common spaces through
a continuous immersion in life.
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4.
Get out and walk in any direction. See the world around
you as if it were the first
time you were walking on
the street. Discover every
corner with the curious eyes
of a child. Immerse yourself
in context and start asking:
what and how can one learn
from the ordinary?

What do you see? What do you hear? What do you smell?
Touch the surfaces with your hands and enter the world
through the eyes of the child who is still in you. You do
not know what you are going to find, even if you are walking in a place where you have walked every day since
you were born. Forget what you know about this place,
look again. Close your eyes and see with your ears; close your eyes and see with your hands; close your eyes
and seize it with your whole body. Each stone, tree, leaf,
building has a story to tell you; in fact, they have infinite
stories and infinite rhythms from the infinite lives that
have been enacted in and around them. Some of those
lives are still with us, others are gone, but still we need
to learn how to learn with them.
Open your mind to your daily life, to the places of your
routines, paths, meetings, discoveries and collective
celebration and ecstasy. Open the mind to places that,
although not embodying the so-called image of human
history, commonly associated with moments or great
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collective works, serve precisely as a support to common history, daily life. They add human density to our
world, they express passions and disputes, charm and
disillusionment. It is the garden where food is grown,
it is the kitchen where we cook and share memories
and stories, the corner of the street where we meet for
the first time, the widening of the road where we share
common passions.
Listen to people carefully. Architecture is a dialogical
practice. The ordinary teaches us that architecture is
not only about space and physicality, but about complex cross-scale socio-spatial relationships, logics of
production and power. The (built) environment is a
living organism, full of life and death. Feel the cyclical
time beneath the ground at your feet. No one owns this
planetary land, the ordinary is the common field we all
share. There is life everywhere, inside buildings and in
between buildings. Walk and walk again, traverse the
earth and acknowledge that we are facing a challenge:
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Earth cannot continue to be treated as a resource to be
depleted by humans. Maybe, at this point, it is a good
idea to stop, to return home and read Biophilia (1984)
by Edward Wilson.
What does this have to do with architecture and urbanism?
Everything, the ordinary encompasses it all. Productive
landscapes; urban settings; city centres transformed
into generic lands for tourists, with ancient typologies of
houses dismantled and transformed into studios, where
no local families can live any longer; migrations around
the globe, caused by war, conflicts and persecutions,
which again are also rooted in territorial disputes. Do you
still think architecture is only about building a beautiful
masterpiece? The ordinary environment and the lives of
those who live in every place on this planetary land are
also matters of architecture. What can one do? To say it
once again: we need to shift our mindset.
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5.
Everything is interconnected,
this is a fact. “Tree is leaf and
leaf is tree” (Aldo van Eyck
1961). Erase from your mind
the rectangular limits of the
site of intervention, the ordinary environment teaches
that there is absolutely no
such thing.

The ordinary reveals the complex process of exchange
between places and people, crossing geographic and
spatial boundaries. In the built environment, the subtracted matter from one place that becomes added to another, is one example of this paradigm: the textile industry of Vale do Ave, where Pevidém is located, plays an
important role, connects this landscape to places of raw
material production and trading across the globe; just
as the wood that constructed the Medici architectonic
masterpieces in Florence travelled from Monte Falterona for nine days on the river Arno; or just as the marble
from Estremoz, in south Portugal, was used in Versailles in France. Furthermore, massive tourism in city centres creates forms of real estate speculation, increasing
housing rents, and displacement of inhabitants who can
no longer afford to live in the place of their ancestors.
Replace hierarchy with equipotentiality. This means that
the value of things, including spaces, is not a hierarchical partition taken for granted, but that everything that
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exists has an equipotential value: the tree and the river;
the buildings and the space between the buildings; the
shadow and the sun; the stone, and the leaf; the salmon you eat and the t-shirt you wear; they all have something to teach us about the complex processes and
relations intrinsic to the ordinary. Sometimes it is only
a question of tracing the invisible trades that transform
both lives and physical places all around. As Shelley
Sacks (2002) states, “A banana is not an easy thing”.
In any place, different timescales are intertwined and
in tension: historical time, geological time, daily time,
biological time, sacred time, productive time… distinct
rhythms that interchange with each other as if they were
cloud formations in motion. Draw them; they will inform
you about the ordinary environment. Do not forget change, as Habraken (1998) explains: “the very durability and transcendence of the ordinary environment is
possible only because there is continuous change. In
this respect, the ordinary environment is indeed orga184
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nic: continuous renewal and replacement of individual
cells preserves it, giving it the ability to persist”.
“Watch over what is not seen and barely heard” (Bartalini
2018). This requires training and is one of the infinite
examples that prove the significance of architectural
knowledge. For instance, the capacity to read cartography
and acknowledge the in situ signs of invisible elements is
a relational capacity that unfolds through a simultaneous
process of engagement and retreat (Wigglesworth & Till
1998) with the ordinary. Beneath the street you are walking on, perhaps there is a stream of water, and just a few
signs at the surface announce it; common people maybe
do not even notice it, but you as an architect have the responsibility to learn from the signs of the ordinary; if not,
you are lost in the believed truth of what others want you
to see and make. Do not forget: aesthetics only matters
if it embraces a critical ethics.
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C

PATHS OF
DEVIATION

6.
Moving in circles: we need to
foster the ideas of freedom,
empowerment and future in
any learning environment.
Learning is human, we have
always done it and we continue. But we need to trigger
motivation also outside of
kindergartens, schools and
universities.

The discussion with the working groups was initiated
with the understanding that there was a need for something new, something that could positively affect
learning and that could give people more responsibility and autonomy. What could be the future of learning,
and consequently, of learning spaces?
The main ideas were related to the people involved
(students, tutors, specialists, professors), to where
knowledge can be found (new spaces, virtual or other),
and to the notions of flexibility and permeability. There were difficulties in “deviating” from the established
structure of teaching-learning. There was a feeling of
redundancy, of moving in circles: from “school” to “no
school” to “school” again, from having teachers to not
having teachers or to calling them something different,
to having a library instead of a school, as a space of
freedom, but not losing the meaning of school. We talked about homeschooling as a growing activity and as
a symptom of the failure of the established school sysLEARN [IN] Manifesto
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tem. We also pointed out some of the available structures, digital and otherwise, such as the internet, and all
the accessible traditional resources, such as museums,
libraries, parks, mountains, beaches, which are also
spaces where learning takes place (there is more than
one space for learning).
The proposition was to empower the person that wants
to learn and help them as much as we can. We could
start by abolishing any kind of judgment such as levels,
grading, age separation, schedules that constrain time
and cause pressure. We should transform the way we
organize knowledge, changing the disciplinary method
with its ideas of useful, and building a slow, transdisciplinary and free organization of knowledge. We need to
guarantee mobility, limitless time to be used at our own
pace, to have a flexible space that could adjust to the
needs of the group and the individual. Change the understanding of school as productive and question the
dichotomy of usefulness and useless.
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As teachers, we acknowledge the need to think about
the role and obligations that a teacher has. We, as teachers, should be more aware of the interests and needs
of each and every person that we come across. At the
moment we have too much power: the power to decide,
to evaluate, to choose. We decide what to teach, how
and when, we pressure people so they learn at a scheduled pace, we evaluate a person with our own grading
system and we have tremendous power over another
human being - our decisions label and affect the future
of a person - we choose everything. We need to stop,
we need to listen more and empower the student/person, we need to work in a more attentive and collaborative way.
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7.
Paths made by walking. To
know something, it is necessary to have time. Changes
occur when we are involved
with people. I change, you change, and we change. Proposals for change arise from a
dialogue, when there is space and time for negotiation.

We think about a path together: we are in a relationship,
with the environment, with ideas, with people. A dialogue takes time. It serves to get to know each other. We
get involved because we hear and we are heard. And
we change because we fall in love without any particular subject matter or surrounding.
Composing music, preparing a dish to eat, opening a
window, building a house, changing a street, moving a
tree, proposing urbanization, creating jobs is thinking
about life, individually and collectively. One does not
live separately from the other. If we separate life from
thinking, doing and knowing, then any intervention that
appears will be as a wall that separates, rather than uniting. Therefore, the question that must accompany us
is: what do we want? Is it the same? Will I be ready to
change? We have to know what we want, to understand
how to decide on the journey and start walking the path
together, without knowing when we reach its end. We
have to go with time to get to know and create memoLEARN [IN] Manifesto
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ries, get involved in wanting to discover, hear and be
heard.
If walking allows me to know, to love, to involve, to carry
on a dialogue, all of this with time, then the will for negotiation and change will arrive on its own, or proposals will appear that will allow for transformation. And
the journey will continue. We are in a relationship with
body, mind, context, meaning and action. Stop, sleep,
breathe, sit, shout, sing. All of this is part of the relationship that emerges and from which we are not separated. We are already part of the path.
Thinking about the good, about sharing in life, a little
bird said to me: “Life is like this: we choose a path, in
the hope that it will lead us to a place of joy. Fools, we
think that joy is at the end of the path. And we walk
distractedly, without paying attention”. Rubem Alves
mentions João Guimarães Rosa in the character of Riobaldo when he says: “The real is not in the exit nor in
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the arrival; it is available for us is in the middle of the
crossing”. Read “O livro Sem Fim“ and never stop manifesting yourself, getting involved, travelling and falling in love.
We can even walk in a circle, but we are the ones who
walk the path, and it is this path that teaches us that the
next turn will never be the same as the previous one.
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D

LEARN
[OUT] [IN]

8.
Travelling, Drawing, Learning:
a process from outside to inside. This inverted method
reflects a design approach
which considers the city as
an open book to be read, understood and used as a tool
for developing ideas in general, but also architectural
and urban projects.

As already illustrated in the LEARN[IN] Lab I chapter,
one of the most important issues of the workshops was
learning by doing. The sense of the work of an architect
is in the construction, but learning how to build implies
having seen and identified a lot of wise constructions.
As travel literature is a writing exercise, architecture
can be experienced only through travel drawings. For
this reason, the travel journal, the sketchbook, is an essential element in the training of every architect.
Le Corbusier stated that he was a great voleur d’architecture (thief of architecture). He stole it during his
travels, reporting the loot in his carnet. Architecture’s
masters have always used travels as tools for the design (Collotti et al. 2009: 15). The 19th-century Italienische Reise (Italian Journey) and the 20th-century Prix
de Rome, reserved for young architects from Germany
and France, were important steps in architectural training. One of the most relevant experiences was that
of Karl Friedrich Schinkel. His drawings, made during
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his travels in Italy, demonstrate a wise understanding
of places: he did not choose to classify ancient architectural features and ornaments; rather he interrogated
the sites with sketches on a landscape scale. The most
paradigmatic samples in this sense are the drawings
he made in the Valley of the Temples in Sicily.
From the experiences of such important architects,
students should first understand that the antique has
the capacity to generate contemporary design, as long
as architecture is not a question of style. Travel gives
to the architects the opportunity to visit and know the
ancient ruins, in order to better understand the relationship between ancient and contemporary, between
pre-existence and new, that is a crucial issue to deal
with for the architect’s work.
The notion of classic should be considered a fundamental lesson for every architect, with the aim of recognizing figures of the past, which can become materials
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for the design. The difference between invention and
design research consists of this.
As stated by Giorgio Grassi, travel can be considered a
transposition of objects reproducible from an original
matrix to another. The sense of architecture lies in this
transposition, which selects recurring figures common
to different cultures and places. Their unchanged value
is that of belonging to the human being and of answering general anthropological questions. Therefore the
city, as the more complex artifact, can become the best
place for learning: it is the richer book, where a catalogue of types and samples useful for the practice of
every architect is collected.
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9.
Keep calm and observe: the
hyper-connected world requires fast and immediate
answers; in the opposite way,
slow reflective knowledge
forces us to think about and
question space and ourselves. However, without some
degree of slowness, there is
no useful rapidity.

Travelling is an essential instrument of education for architects, who always have to adapt their work to different cultural contexts. However, architects should look
at the world as curious researchers, not as simple tourists. In this sense, education should train us to gaze
at the world, with the aim of developing architecture by
references.
As theorized by Rossi’s Movimento della Tendenza
(1969), architecture is an exercise of analogy: after having recognized elements and forms of reality, these
can be transposed to the design. Within the tradition of
the Italian architectural school, which also influenced
different approaches in Europe, architecture is conceived of as only starting from the city, not vice versa
(Rossi 1966; Grassi 1967). Therefore, the first reading
of the site is necessary to collect technical tools proper
to architects. The observation procedure implies an interpretation of the site, filtered by our eyes and measured by our body, and it represents a strictly pedagogical
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method. As an exercise, it trains our personality and
our capacity of relationship to the world itself.
During the drawing workshops, students were required to take their own time to accomplish the task. The
deadline for the submission coincided with the time
available to stay at the specific site. The key factor
to succeed in the exercise was asking questions and
chasing doubts when on-site, and not later using photographs. Pictures are useful to preserve a memory
of the whole experience, not to interrogate the places.
Interpreting a site by drawings means making choices.
It forces the students to observe the place, reasoning
about what they are observing, summing up the information on a flat surface, the paper sheet, and figuring
out how to fix such thoughts in a limited amount of
space. Mistakes, if the student is aware of them, are
welcomed. The very proper instrument for an architect is the hand-drawing.
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The lockdown period stressed the relevance of the
on-site visit and study. The importance and benefit of
technology are beyond doubt. On the one hand, technological instruments allow the possibility of exploring
the world and being connected while staying at home,
while on the other hand, the impossibility of seeing a
place means a loss of information. The lens of someone else’s camera, although useful, is still someone else‘s point of view – an interpretation. Being on-site allows precious observations: how people use the place,
certain dynamics and interactions, the kind of natural
light, but also the sounds and the smells. At the moment, no advanced camera or virtual reality device is
able to render such sensations and environments. The
old fashioned ways of noting the information in the
carnet and freezing the memories in our brain are still
powerful instruments. To do this, it is necessary to take
the time needed. It is an active moment of contemplation, longer than a click on the smartphone or a scroll
on the touchpad.
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10.
Back to paper: students
should switch from digital to
traditional drawings. Drawing by hand reflects choices
and interpretation and is useful to practice and develop a
design approach towards reality. Your brain, a pen, and a
piece of paper – that is all!

The young generation of students is less and less trained
in sketching. On the contrary, they seem to be addicted
to digital representations. Young architects are used
to using programmes for 2D and 3D digital drawings
as direct tools for the design, without passing through
sketches. The design is the result of a process, and not
a product definable at first glance. We think that the
design can be controlled, in the first step, only by freehand drawings, which allow questions and doubts.
For this reason, we think that on-site drawing is an
old-fashioned but still valid method of learning, particularly for young architects. Traditionally, architectural
education was carried out by redrawing and copying
other architecture collected in the treatises. Considering that the birth of the schools of architecture is a
recent phenomenon in the 20th century, such practice
accompanied the architect’s education for a long time,
besides those of the artists in the Academies of Fine
Arts (Martinelli & Coricelli 2020). The focus was on
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the drawing technique, rather than the object. With the
claim of an autonomous branch of knowledge, a different conception of copying became a fundamental
vehicle for transmitting architecture in most of the European schools. The copy became more properly the interpretation of typological and morphological references (ibid.). The reference, as a design tool, is different
from the model. If the model can be conceived of as an
object to reproduce in toto, the reference is the typological aspect, in its value of generality (Collotti 2002).
The goal of the “back to paper” exercises is transmitting the meaning of the act of drawing directly on paper. It is not an abstract academic exercise, but a basic,
fundamental architectural tool. Indeed, the role of academia is that of giving to the students all the available
instruments to conduct the profession. However, drawing is a written language and is the simplest way of
communication, even in this global world. The sketch
is a fundamental tool, too, in the design studio phases
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and in the workshop sessions. The drawing technique
can influence how architecture is conceived of and
thought about. For this reason, the most important aspect is the learning process, where the sketches raise
questions, rather than a final beautiful presentation of
an object. Live drawings give space to mistakes and
doubts, they question the site. By drawing on site, the
architects identify, select, and summarize the reality in
front of them, recovering the architecture’s elements of
generality. This procedure is the only way to deal with
this learning problem.
Digital drawing is definitely necessary. It requires physical tools and software, allowing pre-selected operations and results. It should be used in different phases
of the project, as a final packaging both for the reality
reproduction and the project. The digital drawing states
a final moment of design and understanding, whereas
the drawing hand reveals the entire process.
LEARN [IN] Manifesto
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Final words
The cooperation within the network of LEARN[IN] has
brought students and lecturers of the three participating
universities closer together. The events in Heidelberg/D,
Florence/I and Guimarãeis/PT offered an opportunity
to get to know each other and to familiarize ourselves
with the particular perspectives on architecture, working methods and culture. The “University Dialogue
with Southern Europe“ – thus the name of this DAAD
funding programme – was and is a real, tremendously
valuable dialogue. The three events took place in 2019,
a year in which the life of the European idea, which is
also characterized by exchange, was still very much
possible and liveable for us. In retrospect, this seems
all the more valuable now, because intercultural exchange has undergone a complete transformation during
the COVID-19 pandemic. We are happy to have laid this
personal foundation of academic cooperation so solidly.
Professional ideas have emerged, as have cooperation

projects. Firm academic cooperation between the three
universities has been developed, such as Erasmus+ partnerships and collaborative PhD projects, which will make
the exchange of students and teachers much easier in
the future. Most importantly, close alliances have been
forged across national borders, characterized by great
familiarity and mutual respect. In Europe, for Europe.
Even in the difficult times of COVID-19, not only the institutional cooperation will continue, but also LEARN [IN]
itself. LEARN [IN] II will deal with digital learning spaces
in the years 2021–22, also for current reasons. Whether
this will only take place digitally or also in Heidelberg,
Florence, Guimarães, or all of them is not yet certain.
What is certain is that we will continue to learn from
each other and with each other, offering our students
the option of expanding their horizons. This is the basis
for learning.
LEARN [IN] Process
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as head of the architecture programme at SRH University Heidelberg. He was head of the inter- and transdisciplinary research project Reallabor STADT-RAUM-BILDUNG (Real World Laboratory CITY-SPACE-EDUCATION)
and is intensively engaged in learning architectures and
human-space relationships. He studied architecture and
urban planning in Kassel and Manchester/GB, and, as
a Fulbright scholar, architectural theory in Seattle/USA.
Together with Prof. Kai Schuster, he is a founder and
partner of pragmatopia | architecture.city.life in Kassel/
Germany. In addition, he works as a reviewer, judge and
consultant in university, research and practice contexts.

Belen Zevallos holds a Master in Architecture from
the School of Architecture of the University of Minho.
She has also studied at the PUCP (Peru), and at Yildiz
Technical University (Turkey). Her interest in landscape
and its definitions, meanings and representations, as
well as her attention to education, have led her to create Space Transcribers, which focuses on reflections,
re-interpretations, representation and intervention of
the landscape. She was part of the research project
Reallabor STADT-RAUM-BILDUNG (Real World Laboratory CITY-SPACE-EDUCATION) funded by The Ministry
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University of Florence,
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Francesco Collotti is an architect and full professor at
DIDA Università degli Studi di Firenze, promoting not
only research into architectural identities, but also involved in international programmes of scientific and cross
cultural fertilization. He is the Coordinator of the doctoral programme of architectural and urban composition.
His activity is a link between research, professional work
and teaching. He is interested in sustainable, site-specific and responsible contemporary architecture. He
is a teacher at International Design Seminars “Naples,
architecture and city” (Università degli Studi di Napoli,
DOMUS, D.A.M. Frankfurt). Since 1997 he has been a
member of the Scientific Committee of the Swiss reviews Rivista tecnica and (1998) Archi. His articles and
essays have been published in the most important international architectural reviews (Werk bauen+wohnen,
Domus, Casabella, Archi, FirenzeArchitettura).

Eliana Martinelli is an architect and holds a PhD in Architectural Composition from the Università Iuav di Venezia. Her PhD dissertation was the first in Italy on the
work of the Turkish architect Turgut Cansever. She was
adjunct professor at the EMADU – Université Euro-Méditerranéenne de Fès (Morocco), DESTEC – Università di
Pisa and DiDA - Università degli Studi di Firenze. She is a
member of the DiDA Research Unit Dar_Med and takes
part in international conferences and publications on
Euro-Mediterranean heritage and design. She has been
a post-doctoral fellow at the DiDA since 2019. Her recent
research activity has focused on architectural and urban
regeneration design through participatory practices, in
collaboration with different cultural and non-profit organizations (Chille de la balanza theater company, Cospe
Onlus). After having worked as an architect in Leipzig
(Germany), she carries on her professional activity in Italy, realizing architectural and interior designs in line with
her research interests.
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Giada Cerri is an architect and holds a Ph.D. in Management and Development of Cultural Heritage. Her research interests focus mainly on museum design, seismic
vulnerability and the safety of museum collections, and
the management of cultural heritage. She carries on
both research and professional activity, seeking for mutual and continuous inspiration. She was a post-doctoral fellow at the DIDA for three years, and is now part of
the research project RESIMUS, a multidisciplinary study
on resilience and museums. She works as a museum
consultant and designer. Her experience encompasses
collaborations with the Ceramic Museum of Montelupo
Fiorentino and the MuDEV – Museo Empolese Valdelsa
(Italy), the Museu da Casa Brasileira (Brazil) and the
Bard Graduate Center Gallery (USA). She is Adjunct Professor of Interior Design in the Master in Interior Design
programme at the DIDA Design Campus.

Saverio Mecca, Architect and Full Professor of Building
Production at the University of Florence, has been the
Dean of the Department of Architecture DIDA of the University of Florence since January 2013; before that, he
was Dean of the Faculty of Architecture from November
2009. He works actively in academic research on construction management and local and indigenous architectural heritage and architectural design. In more recent
years, he has been working actively on European projects
on vernacular architectural knowledge systems and on
training in graduate courses and post-graduate courses
in the Mediterranean regions. Since 2007 he has been
Director of the Research Center for Innovation and Local
and Indigenous Knowledge Systems at the University of
Florence, INN-LINK-S Research Center, oriented toward
investigating local and traditional knowledge systems in
the fields of architecture, agronomy and material cultures with an interdisciplinary scientific approach.
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Prof. Dr. João Cabeleira
University of Minho, School of Architecture (EAUM)

Cidália Silva (PhD) is an Assistant Professor of Architecture and Urbanism at the University of Minho’s
School of Architecture, Director of the PhD programme
in Architecture and Integrated Research Member of
Lab2PT (Landscape, Heritage and Territory Laboratory
at University of Minho), being Vice-coordinator of the
LandS Group of this laboratory. She works with three
interconnected approaches: since 2004, she has investigated the shift of the paradigm from the city to the expanded urban territory; in this framework, since 2007,
she has pursued deeper focal research into the issues
of Time and Uncertainty. Since 2017 she has been engaged in researching the role of children in the transformation of the contemporary urban space. In this context,
she is the coordinator of the Project on Architecture and
Urbanism of the ProChild CoLAB – a Portuguese nationwide consortium with a transdisciplinary approach
dedicated to combatting poverty and social exclusion in
children from 0 to 10 years old. Being an active participant in various interdisciplinary conferences, and having
published in national and international journals, she is
also the editor of The International Journal of the Constructed Environment.

João Cabeleira is an architect and Assistant Professor
at the School of Architecture of the University of Minho
(EAUM), being responsible for the courses of Geometry and Seminar 1C (History and Ucronia). Currently he
is the vice-president of the architecture school, president of the school pedagogical council, coordinator of
the group SpaceR_Lab2PT and a member of the EAUM
scientific council. He holds a degree in Architecture
(2002) and a Master‘s degree in Methodologies of Intervention upon the Architectural Heritage (2006), both
granted by the Architecture Faculty of the University of
Porto (FAUP). He concluded his PhD, at EAUM (2015)
with a dissertation entitled “Imaginary Architecture:
Real and Illusory Space in the Portuguese Baroque”. In
relation to his pedagogical and research activity, he has
organized exhibitions, workshops, participated in the
organizing committee and scientific committees, presented communications at national and international
conferences and published in national and international
journals. Currently he is involved in the research group
on Architecture and Urbanism of the ProChild CoLAB –
a Portuguese nationwide consortium with a transdisciplinary approach dedicated to combatting poverty and
social exclusion in children from 0 to 10 years old.
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Mónica Faria is an artist and Invited Professor at
the School of Architecture of the University of Minho (EAUM). She holds a degree in Fine Arts-Sculpture
from the Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Porto (2005),
and a Master‘s in Teaching of Visual Arts for Teachers
of the 3rd cycle of Basic Education and of Secondary
Education of the Faculty of Psychology and Education
Sciences, University of Porto (2010). She has a PhD in
Arts Education, Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Porto
(2016), and was an FCT Research Fellow (2012-2016).
She is an integrated researcher at GEPI, Study Group
with Indigenous People, University of International Integration of Afro-Brazilian Lusophony, Brazil and at
Lab2PT, Landscape, Heritage and Territory Laboratory,
University of Minho, Portugal. She is currently involved
in the research group on Architecture and Urbanism of
the ProChild CoLAB – a Portuguese nationwide consortium with a transdisciplinary approach dedicated
to combatting poverty and social exclusion in children
from 0 to 10 years old.

Natacha Antão is a draughtswoman and assistant professor at the School of Architecture of Minho University,
being the current director of the Bachelor in Visual Arts
programme, and a researcher in Lab2Pt - Landscape, Heritage and Territory Laboratory. She has worked at this
school since 2005, teaching drawing in several courses,
such as Architecture, Visual Arts, Design and Fashion.
She holds a PhD in Fine Arts (2016) with specialization in drawing from Lisbon University Faculty of Fine
Arts, with the thesis Colour in the Creative Process - the
Space for Colour in Architectural Drawings. Her artistic
and scientific research intersects with her pedagogical
activity, focusing on areas such as drawing and colour
and the practice of walking as a research methodology,
having recently co-chaired the international meeting/
conference Drifting Bodies/Fluent Spaces (2020).
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1. Quote on page 15 from St. Augustin in:
WADE, J. (1825). Select proverbs of all nations illustrated
with notes and comments, to which is added, a summary of
ancient pastimes, holidays and customs. With an analysis of
the wisdom of the ancients, and of the fathers of the church,
the whole arranged on a new plan. New York, P. Covert.
pp.216.

If not otherwise stated, the images used in the
document are property of the LEARN[IN] Team.

2. Quote on page 53 from Nietzsche in:
Nietzsche, F. W., & Polt, R. F. H. (1997): Twilight of the idols,
or, How to philosophize with the hammer. Indianapolis, Ind:
Hackett Pub.p.10
3. Quote on page 101 from Bartalini, in:
Bartalini, Vladimir (2018): Criptopaisagens. Velar pelo que
não se vê e mal se escuta, in Pedro Fidalgo (coord.), A
Paisagem como Problema: Conhecer para Proteger, Gerir e
Ordenar, , Vol. 5 (Lisboa: Instituto de História Contemporânea
da Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas da Universidade Nova de Lisboa), pp. 398-410.
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The challenges that our world is facing can usually only be
targeted with a holistic approach and only with a grounding
in scientific facts and human sincerity. Be it climate change,
digitalization or the COVID-19 pandemic, our students need
to learn how to work in an always changing environment, in
interdisciplinary teams as well as in international contexts, to
address these challenges. At the same time, learning spaces
and educational environments have to transform and adapt to
this new educational curriculum with innovative approaches.
After two years of an ongoing exchange of ideas, we believe that
LEARN[IN] is a rather small but good step in that direction. This
E-book provides an overview of our DAAD-financed LEARN[IN]
project in 2019–2020 that dealt with the “re-definition of learning
spaces as a key factor of 21st century education.”
LEARN [IN] is a DAAD-financed project within the research programme “Hochschuldialog mit Südeuropa” (Higher Education
Dialogue with Southern Europe). The project “LEARN[IN]” is
conducted by SRH University Heidelberg/Germany, Università
degli studi Firenze/Italy and Universidade do Minho/Portugal.
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